1. Pray and pray again...

**2 Kings 19:14-15** Then Hezekiah took the letter from the hand of the messengers and read it, and he went up to the house of the LORD and spread it out before the LORD. 15 Hezekiah prayed...
3. Get a template!

I said, Get a TEMPLATE !!!!

This is a BIG deal

Where ?!?!?

Now this is what I need...

WRITING GUIDELINES
- Research Guides
- Online Research Citation Guide
- APA for Psychology & Counseling Papers
- APA Formatting and Style Guide
Now this I can use!!

NOBTS, Here I come

Now this is what I need...!

FONTS
- Roman
- Italics
- Greek
- Bold

NOTE: Both logos and Alphabet ship with their own Roman and Greek fonts.

Where do you find this?!?!?!
4. Proof it, proof it, proof it

- Lay it down for 3 days
- Reading out loud!
- Read it *tsdrawkcab*
- Circle every punctuation mark!
To improve English writing at the graduate level.